
 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

WORDPRO TITANS 
100% SCORE IN PRELIMINARY EXAM 



 

 

WORD PRO RECOGNITION AND AWARDS   



 

 

 
The EnglishBytes Academy is premier learning and development 

academy located in Sector 22, Manish Global Mall. Specialised English 

enhancement programmes to foster creativity and enhance language 

usage have been introduced for all age groups of learners. 

Our Programs 

• Grammar Smart 

•  Writing Skills 

• Movie and Book appreciation club  

• ‘Learning Beyond Classrooms’ – Educational Field Trips 

• Spellings improvement programme  

• Preparation for English Olympiads 

• Classes IX to XII English Crash Course CBSE Curriculum   

The EnglishBytes is a certified centre by The British Council for 

International English Language Testing System. 

The EnglishBytes: T-17, 3rd Floor, Manish Global Mall  

(Opp. Mount Carmel School), Sector-22, Dwarka, New Delhi 

 

We can be reached at dwarkacitywordpro@gmail.com, theenglishbytes@gmail.com 

Follow us on: Facebook: @dwarkacitywordpro & @theenglishbytes   

www.wordprowiz.com 
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We welcome you to WORD PRO-A Battle of Words. It is a competition which tests 

the basic understanding and overall English language usage.  The study material given is in 

the form of printable exercises. It would help in enhancing spellings, understanding meanings 

and usage of words. The content has been developed keeping in mind application based usage 

of English. To excel, students must practise from the given worksheets and sample test papers 

regularly and answer questions related to the quiz posted on Facebook page 

@dwarkacitywordpro & @theenglishbytes  in the QUIZ section. 

The preliminary challenge round is slated to be held in August, which is a written round. 

WORD PRO STUDYMATE covers in detail all the topics related to the quiz. The student with 

the highest score would qualify as WORDPRO CHALLENGER from the participating school & 

represent the school at the GRAND FINALE.  

WORDPRO Champs would get an opportunity to get featured in DWARKA CITY NEWSPAPER 

and interviewed by Delhi Live News Channel. The three Champs are also felicitated in their 

respective schools by their Principals and Dwarka City WORD PRO TEAM and later at the 

glittering annual Dwarka City Torch Bearers’ Award Ceremony.  

Not only for the winners, there are exciting prizes for the Finalists, Class Toppers , Super 

Achievers (all students who score A+) and all the other participants as well. Parents of 

Challengers are invited to witness the Grand Finale, the most awaited Inter-School Quiz of the 

Year.  

The Editor’s Citation for Top Performing Schools is awarded to TOP THREE SCHOOLS 

which have the highest A+ scorers.  

 Wishing you all the very best for WORD PRO-A Battle of Words! 

  

 

  

                    

                                   

BHAVNA PANDEY 

   Founder, Word Pro  

Director, The EnglishBytes 



 

 

 The aim of this initiative is to 
empower the student community 
to be the agents of change and 
inculcate a sense of responsibility 
towards other children who are 
deprived of education due to the 
lack of resources. A core 
committee of students has been 
formed which carries out these 
drives on a regular basis in 
Dwarka to fulfil the vision of 
‘FREE LIBRARIES FOR THE LESS 
FORTUNATE OF NISHULK 
PATHSHALAS’ 

THE BOOK TRAIN DRIVE BY THE TEAM WORD PRO 

Dwarka City Newspaper and The English Bytes in association with Aashman foundation has 

initiated a movement to collect Text books and story books for underprivileged children. THE 

BOOK TRAIN was launched on 13th July at Manish Global Mall.  Dwarka City and The EnglishBytes 

have pledged to contribute towards 'Gift of Literacy' through collection of used text books to 

create free libraries for underprivileged students. These libraries are already running in Vikas 

Puri and Tagore Garden. In this book donation drive many children from adjoining societies and 

prestigious schools participated and contributed their text and story books. Over 1900 books and 

cartons of stationery and newspapers were collected in this drive.  

 

 
 



 

 

WORD PRO STUDY MATE 

• The Question Paper for Preliminary Round has eight sections. 

• The first seven sections consist of 40 questions of 1 mark each. 

• The last section is SCORE MORE ROUND, wherein, maximum of 10 

extra points can be added to the score.  

• All candidates need to practice from the given study material.  

• The CHALLENGER ROUND is in addition to the other topics given for the 

SCHOOL TOPPER for the GRAND FINALE. 

• Topic related questions can be attempted on Facebook page of 

dwarkacitywordpro in PHOTOS under QUIZ ALBUM 

 TOPICS 

1. SPOT THE RIGHT SPELLING 

2.  WORD USAGE (in sentences and paragraph) 

3. WORD SCRAMBLE (correct the spelling) 

4.  SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS ALERT 

5. GUESS THE WORD (with given clues) 

6. SILENT LETTER WORDS 

7. AFFIXES (use of Prefix and suffix to make new words) 

8. SCORE MORE ROUND-WORD GROUPS WHEEL 

9. SAMPLE TEST PAPER 1 

10.  SAMPLE TEST PAPER 2 

11. ANSWER KEYS 

12. CHALLENGER ROUND-WORD WIZ  

                                                               Content for the quiz developed by ‘The EnglishBytes’ 



 

 

SPOT THE RIGHT SPELLING 

1. abstract abstrect abtsract 

2. adjacent adjecant adjecent 

3. advercity advarsity adversity 

4. automobile auteomobile aotomobile 

5. beneficail benafecial beneficial 

6. benoculars binoculars bineoculars 

7. coincidence coincedance coincidense 

8. cooperate cooparate coaperate 

9. coordinate coordenite coordinete 

10. combenation combination cumbination 

11. condition condetion condtion 

12. deley delay daley 

13. devert divart divert 

14. electric elactric electrac 

15. epedemic epidemic epidmic 

16. forecast foracast forecest 

17. hyperbole hyparbole hyperball 

18. lligal illegil illegal 



 

 

19. immartol immortil immortal 

20. misbehave mesbehave misbihave 

21. precation precaution precautien 

22. pronounce prenounce proneunce 

23. retrospact reatrospect retrospect 

24. secluded sicluded seclided 

25. secuence sequence siquence 

26. symbolic symbalic symbolik 

27. ultraviolet ultravielet ultraviolut 

28. undermine undirmine undormine 

29. adventorus adventerous adventurous 

30. generous genirous genurous 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 

1.  abstract 2. adjacent 3. adversity 

4. automobile 5. beneficial  6. binoculars 

7. coincidence 8. cooperate  9. coordinate  

10. combination   11. condition 12. delay 

13. divert 14. electric 15. epidemic  

16. forecast 17. hyperbole 18. illegal 

19. immortal 20. misbehave 21. precaution 

22. pronounce  23. retrospect 24. secluded 

25. sequence 26. symbolic 27. ultraviolet 

28. undermine  29. adventurous  30. generous 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PRACTICE WORKSHEET 1 

Complete the sentences by choosing the correct spelling: 

1. Courage   ______________ the brave from the cowardly. 

a)seperates     b) separates    c) sepairates     d)  separaites  

2. The rain will ________________ affect the movement of traffic. 

a)defineately    b) definitelly    c) definatly        d) definitely 

3. Dennis is a _________________________ little boy who always gets into trouble.  

a)mischievous   b) mischievious    c) mischeivious  d) mischievus 

 4. The commentator __________________ the bowling team for its slow over rate. 

a) critisied    b) criticised    c) critisised        d) critisized  

5. My uncle stood in last year’s elections as an ______________ candidate. 

a) indeppendant      b) independent   c) independant  d) indeppendent  

6. I ____________ a phone call asking me about some personal information. 

a) reseived  b) resieved   c) received  d) recived  

7. The newcomer spoke in a ______________ accent that I couldn’t ________ 

understand. 

a) foreign, quite   b) foreign, quiet  c) foriegn,quite d) quite , foregn 

8. Please don’t go into ______________ details while speaking. 

a) unneccessary b) unecessary  c) unneccesary   d) unnecessary   

9. South Africa ________________ chased the target set by Australia. 



 

 

a) succesfully   b) successfuly   c) successfully  d) sucesfuly  

10. Ravish was ___________ at his marks in the class test. 

a) embarrased    b) embarased   c) embarrassed  d) embarrassed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT SPELLING: ANSWER KEY 

1. separates 2. definitely 
3. mischievous  4. criticised  
5. independent  6. received 
7. foreign, quite 8. unnecessary  
9. successfully  10. embarrassed  

 



 

 

WORD USAGE AND WORD SCRAMBLE 

1.  altar 

alter 

a raised structure for sacrifice/celebration 

to change 

2.  affect (v) 

effect 

to influence  

result, impression  

3.  adapt 

adopt 

to adjust 

to take up 

4.  access 

excess 

approach  

too much 

5.  defer 

differ 

to postpone  

to disagree 

6.  childish 

childlike 

like a child, silly 

like a child, innocent 

7.  conscience  

conscious  

sense of right and wrong  

aware that something is happening 



 

 

8.  eligible  

illegible 

fit to be chosen 

can’t be read  

9.  stationary 

stationery 

still, motionless 

writing material  

10.  prey 

pray 

a victim, hunt and kill for food 

pray before god 

11.  

 

 

patrol 

petrol 

to watch or observe something 

mixture of fuel oils 

12.  desert 

dessert 

dry sandy region 

last course of meal, sweet dish 

13.  council 

counsel 

a group of people that takes decisions 

guidance, an advice 

14.  credible 

credulous 

believable 

a person who believes things easily 

15.  propose 

purpose 

to make suggestion 

object, aim 

16.  birth  

berth 

the act of being born 

a bed in railway compartment 

17.  there indicates a place; opposite of here 



 

 

their is a possessive of ‘they’ 

18.  device 

(noun) 

devise 

(verb) 

a thing made for a particular purpose; an inven

tion, especially mechanical or electrical  

to contrive, plan, or elaborate;   to devise a met

hod. 

19.  disintereste

d 

 

unintereste

d  

indifferent, unbiased by personal interest or 

advantage; not influenced by selfish motives 

showing no feeling of interest 

20.  elicit 

illicit 

to draw or bring out or forth; to evoke a 

response. 

not legally permitted; unlicensed; unlawful. 

21.  ever 

every 

at all times, always , continuously, at any time  

being one of a group or series taken 

collectively 

22.  farther  

further 

at or to a greater distance 

in addition, moreover 



 

 

 

  

23.  formally  

 

 

officially 

formerly 

comes from the word formal which means 

something which needs to be done according 

to an established custom  

in a formal and public way 

previously/earlier 



 

 

WORD USAGE IN SENTENCES 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 2 

1. There is always the ______________ (opportunity, chance, possibility) that the 

plane will be early. 

2. My grandfather gave me a very useful piece of __________________ (advise, 

advice). 

3. The strike will _________________ (affect, effect) all trains in the London area. 

4. Overtime the __________ (affect, effect) of loud music can damage your 

hearing. 

5. The police will __________________ (avoid, prevent) anyone from leaving the 

building. 

6. Come and sit down _______________ (beside, besides) me. 

7. _______________ (beside, besides) managing the shop, he teaches in the 

evening. 

8. Can you switch to __________________ (channel, canal) 4, the news? 

9. Our team has a good _________________ (opportunity, chance, possibility) of 

winning. 

10. You should travel early to ______________ (avoid, prevent) traffic jams. 

11. I am getting fed up with her ________________ (continual, continuous) 

complaints. 

12. It took two policemen to ___________________ (direct, conduct) the traffic. 

13. I ___________________ (advice, advise) you to put all your money into a savings 

account. 

14. I didn’t have much ____________________ (fun, funny) on my birthday. 

15. Don’t ________________ (damage, harm) my sunglasses if you borrow them. 

16. The English _________________ (nature, countryside) is beautiful in spring. 



 

 

17. He didn’t mean to ________________ (damage, harm) the girl. 

18. You can get a good ___________________ (view, scenery) of the sea from the 

church tower. 

19. Her jewels were all imitations, they are quite ____________________ (priceless, 

worthless). 

20. You can take a boat trip around the ____________________ (channel, canal) of 

Amsterdam. 

21. Von Karajan will ____________ (direct, conduct) the orchestra at the concert. 

22. Did Alexander Fleming ____________________ (invent, discover) penicillin? 

23. The cuts in spending will have a serious _____________________ (effect, affect) 

on the educational system. 

24. Staying indoors was a _____________________ (sensible, sensitive) thing to do in 

this kind of weather. 

25. You should always be ____________________ (sympathetic, kind) to children. 

26. He made ___________________ (fun, funny) faces and made the children laugh. 

27. I am very tired, I’ll just go and ____________ (lie, lay) down for a few minutes. 

28. She has been in _______________________ (continual, continuous) pain for over 

three days. 

29. He asked me if I would ______________________ (lend, borrow) him some money 

until Monday. 

30. The ____________________ (principle, principal) wants to see you in his office. 

31. We must try to protect ____________________ (nature, countryside) and the 

environment. 

32. Goods cannot be exchanged unless a sales _________________ (recipe, receipt) 

can be shown. 

33. I am very _________________ (sympathetic, kind) to her problems. 



 

 

34. Be very careful with that painting; it’s _________________ (priceless, 

worthless). 

35. The airlines are going to ____________________ (raise, rise) their fares again. 

36. Can I ____________________ (lend, borrow) your car to go to the supermarket. 

37. I gave her an Italian ______________________ (recipe, receipt) book for her 

birthday. 

38. My father is going to _____________________ (lie, lay) a new carpet in the dining 

room. 

39. Did you _________________ (remind, remember)   him to switch off the kitchen 

light? 

40. When did Christopher Columbus ______________ (invent, discover) America? 

41. I adore the beautiful _________________ (view, scenery) of the Dal Lake from 

the shikara. 

42. She is very ________________ (sensible, sensitive) and is easily upset. 

43. Does the sun ________________ (raise, rise) in the East or in the West? 

44. Would you ________________ (remind, remember) me to finish early tonight. 

45. The Chief Minister will ____________ (accept, except) the invitation to the 

cultural evening  

46. _____________________ (accept, except) Raman everyone is going for a movie 

on Saturday. 

47. My mother prefers to wash the laundry ______________________ (altogether, all 

together) 

48. The plane ticket and the hotel stay have cost me Rs.9500 ___________________. 

(altogether, all together) 

49. My grandmother prefers to sit on ___________ (aisle, isle) seat on the airplane. 

50. We are going on a school trip to the ___________ (aisle, isle) of Wight.  



 

 

WORD USAGE-ANSWER KEY 

1. possibility  11. continuous  21 conduct  31. nature 41. view 

2. advice (Noun) 12. direct 22. discover  32.receipt 42. sensitive 

3. affect (verb) 13. advise (verb) 23.affect (verb) 33.sympathetic  43. rise 

4.effect (Noun) 14.fun 24.sensible 34.priceless 44.remind  

5.prevent  15 damage 25.kind 35. raise 45. accept 

6.beside  16. countryside  26.funny 36.borrow 46. except  

7.besides  17 harm 27.lie 37.recipe 47. all together  

8.channel 18. view 28.continuous 38.lay 48. altogether 

9.possibility  19.worthless 29. lend  39.remind 49.asile 

10.avoid 20 .canal 30. principal 40.discover 50. isle 

 



 

 

WORD USAGE IN PARAGRAPH 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 3 

CLASS VI 

Select the most appropriate word 

Working in the kitchen is an exciting prospect for children. They love to 

1.(experiment/innovate/try) their hand at cooking. It is important to show 

children how to do things 2.(cleanly, correctly, plainly) but they shouldn’t be 

3. (criticised/scolded/advised) too much. Although, the finished result may not 

be quite to your liking, the young cook will undoubtedly find it quite the 4. 

(tastiest, fastest, happiest) food he or she has ever eaten. Kitchens can, of 

course, be dangerous places and so the absolute 5. (result, safety, importance) 

of keeping an eye on children at all times cannot be 6. (stressed, told, 

explained) enough. Sharp knives, for example, should be avoided until children 

are old enough to handle them safely.     

PRACTICE EXERCISE (VII and VIII) 

The 1.(inhabitants, tenants, dwellers) of Pictairn island exist on fishing, 

subsistence farming, handicrafts and postage stamps. The fertile soil of the 

valleys produces a wide.2.(variety ,types, different) of fruits and vegetables 

,including citrus, sugarcane, watermelons, bananas, yams and beans. Bartering 

is an  3.(important, major, vital) part of the economy. The major sources of 

revenue are the sale of postage stamps to collectors and the sale of handicrafts 

to passing  4.(motor boats,  planes, ships).It has no port or 5.(natural ,pure, 

native) harbour, and supplies must be transported by rowed longboat from 

larger ships stationed 6.(offshore, inshore, coast). 



 

 

WORD USAGE IN PARAGRAPH: ANSWER KEY 

CLASS VI 

1. try 2. correctly 3. criticised 

4. tastiest 5. importance 6. stressed 

 

CLASS VII-VIII 

1. inhabitants 2. variety 3. important 

4. ships 5. natural 6. offshore 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WORD SCRAMBLE 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 4 

NO.  WORD SCRAMBLE RESPONSE 

COLUMN 

1. S E C E S X of everything is bad for health.  

2. I beg to F D I E F R, but this is not the right way to do things.  

3. Don’t be H L C D I I S H, act your age!  

4. Now that you are eighteen, you’re I G E I L B E L to vote.  

5. The sun is a T A S T I N O Y R A heavenly body.  

6. Mother has prepared pudding for D S E E S T R.  

7. Our entire class is going for a movie  P E T C X E Gautam.  

8. What P R P U E S O does the new government policy serve?  

9. iPhone 7 is the newest E C E V I D in the smart-phone 

market. 

 

10. The children seemed I N D I S E T E S R D E T in the 

Mathematics class. 

 

11. The chief guest was O A L F M L R Y invited for the school 

annual day. 

 

12. Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, F I I O F C L Y A L 

announced Demonetization on November 8th 2016. 

 

13. The students were buying T T I E S O N R A Y from the 

school book shop. 

 

14. The family decided to D O T A P a dog from the animal 

shelter. 

 

15. The O N I C U C L unanimously decided to elect a new 

president.  

 

 



 

 

WORD SCRAMBLE ANSWER KEY: 

1. excess 2. differ 3. childish 
4. eligible  5. stationary 6. dessert 
7. except  8. purpose 9. device 
10. disinterested 11. formally 12. officially 
13. stationery 14. adopt 15. council 

 



 

 

SYNONYM AND ANTONYM ALERT 

Each word has SYNONYMS (words that are similar in meaning) as well as ANTONYMS 

(opposites) Look at the given word in the middle column along with its SYNONYM and 

ANTONYM. 

 

SYNONYM  ANTONYM 
1. start begin end 
2. happy glad unhappy 
3. scream shout whisper 
4. little tiny huge 
5. cruel unkind kind 
6. buy purchase sell 
7. close near far 
8. unavailable absence presence 
9. receive accept refuse 
10. exact accurate inaccurate 
11. living alive dead 
12. regularly always never 
13. old ancient modern 
14. reply answer question 
15. agree approve disapprove 
16. inferior bad good 
17. distort bend straighten 
18. pretty beautiful ugly 
19. underneath below above 
20. huge big small 
21. unsharpened blunt sharp 
22. superior better worse 
23. alert careful careless 
24. peaceful calm troubled 
25. confinement captivity freedom 
26. inexpensive cheap expensive 
27. near close distant 
28. intelligent clever stupid 
29. risk danger safety 
30. black dark light 
31. reduce decrease increase 



 

 

32. sure definite indefinite 
33. insist demand supply 
34. anguish despair hope 
35. vanish disappear appear 
36. illness disease health 
37. entry entrance exit 
38. vacant empty full 
39. unsuccessful  fail succeed 
40. wrong false true 
41. meek feeble sturdy  
42. mindless foolish wise 
43. quick fast slow 
44. less few many 
45. popular famous unknown 
46. giving generous mean 
47. kind gentle rough 
48. collect gather distribute 
49. dismal gloomy cheerful 
50. tough hard soft 
51. dangerous harmful harmless 
52. detest hate love 
53. cover include exclude 
54. menial  inferior superior 
55. sharp intelligent unintelligent 
56. connect join separate 
57. subordinate junior senior 
58. fairness justice injustice 
59. ruler king subject 
60. wisdom knowledge ignorance 
61. chuckle laugh cry 
62. legal lawful unlawful 
63. lethargic lazy         energetic 
64. mirth merry  sad 
65. scrooge miser spendthrift 
66. misjudged misunderstand understand 
67. thin narrow wide 
68. dearth poverty wealth 
69. strong powerful  weak 
70. personal private public 



 

 

SYNONYM and ANTONYM ALERT 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 5 

Look at the word in the middle column and write its SYNONYM or ANTONYM: 

 

SYNONYM  ANTONYM 

1.  definite  indefinite 

2.  decrease increase 

3. confinement captivity  

4. near close  

5.  accept refuse 

6.  clever stupid 

7. cruel unkind  

8.  blunt sharp 

9.  answer question 

10. detest hate  

11. legal lawful  

12. old ancient  

13.  healthy unhealthy 

14. popular famous  

15. cover include  

16.  near far 

17. anguish despair  

18. meek feeble  

19.  gloomy cheerful 

20.  foolish wise 

 



 

 

SYNONYM and ANTONYM ALERT : ANSWER KEY 

1. sure 2. reduce 3. freedom 4. distant/far 

5. receive 6. intelligent 7. kind 8. unsharpened 

9. reply 10. love 11. unlawful 12. modern 

13. fit 14. unknown 15. exclude 16. close 

17. hope 18. sturdy 19. dismal 20. mindless 

 

 



 

 

SYNONYM and ANTONYM ALERT 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 6 

 

 

SYNONYM  ANTONYM 

1.  hard soft 

2. dangerous harmful  

3.                    inferior superior 

4.  inside outside 

5. sharp intelligent  

6.  join separate 

7.  junior senior 

8. fairness justice  

9.  king subject 

10.  laugh cry 

11. lethargic lazy  

12. utmost maximum  

13.  merry sad 

14. scrooge miser  

15.  misunderstand understand 

16. thin narrow  

17.  poverty wealth 

18.  powerful weak 

19. personal private  

20.  fast slow 

 



 

 

                                         SYNONYM and ANTONYM ALERT : Answer Key 

1. tough 2.harmless 3. menial 

4. indoors 5. unintelligent  6. connect  

7. subordinate  8. injustice  9. ruler 

10. chuckle  11. energetic  12. minimum 

13.mirth 14. spendthrift  15. misjudged  

16. wide 17. dearth  18. strong 

19. public 20. quick  

 



 

 

SILENT LETTER WORDS 

Many words in English have silent letters. Silent letters are letters that you can't 

hear when you say the word, but that are there when you write the word.  

A artistically, logically, musically, romantically 

B debt, doubt, plumber, subtle, dumb, numb, comb, limb 

C Science, scissors, muscle ,czar, acquire 

D pledge, handkerchief, hedge, bridge, Wednesday, knowledge 

E axe, plague, tongue, surgeon, vegetable, bridge, clothes, grease, wrote 

G gnash, align, gnaw, champagne, foreign, drought, sign 

H hour, honest,  choir, honour, drought, what, when, where, why  

I business, parliament, mirth, birth, first 

K 
knot, knight, knife, knapsack, knave, kneel, knob, knead, knowledge, 

knee, knew 

L calm, folk, salmon, half, balm, stalk, would, could, calf 

M mnemonic 

N autumn, column, hymn, solemn,  damn , government, column 

O Colonel, Solution, Pollution  

P psychology, pseudo,  psychiatrist, receipt, physiotherapy  , cupboard,  
coup, pneumonia, psalm, raspberry, receipt 

Q bouquet, racquet, lacquer  



 

 

R 
butter, finger, surprise, computer, farm, world, service, earth, verb, 

worse, absorb  

S island, isle, aisle, islet  

T 
bristle, hustle, jostle,  listen, tsunami, witch, castle, watch, butcher, 

scratch, match, often, whistle, wrestle 

U  umbrella, biscuit, build, circuit, baguette, guild 

W 
wrong, wry, write, wrack, sword, wrist, wringer, whole, answer, 

whose 

X faux, faux pas 

Y prayer, inlay 

Z rendezvous, laissez-faire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIND OUT AND ADD SOME MORE ON YOUR OWN TO THE ABOVE LIST 



 

 

 

SILENT LETTER WORDS 

PRACTICE EXERCISE - 7 

Write maximum silent letter words with each alphabet: 

1. Silent B____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Silent P____________________________________________________________________ 

3, Silent T____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Silent A____________________________________________________________________ 

5. Silent S____________________________________________________________________ 

6. Silent K____________________________________________________________________ 

7. Silent C____________________________________________________________________ 

8. Silent D____________________________________________________________________ 

9. Silent E____________________________________________________________________ 

10. Silent N___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



 

 

ATTACH PREFIX TO ROOT WORD TO MAKE A NEW WORD 

WORD BANK - PREFIX 

auto  anti  after 

autobiography 

autocrat 

autocue 

autograph 

automatic 

automaton  

automobile 

autopilot 

autosuggestion 

antibiotic 

anti-climax 

anticlockwise 

antidote 

antifreeze 

anti-government 

antioxidant 

antisocial 

antiperspirant 

 

afterimage 

afterlife 

aftermath 

afternoon 

aftershave 

aftershock 

aftertaste 

afterthought 

afterwards 

bi  down dis 

bicentenary 

bicycle 

biennial 

bifocal 

bilingual 

binoculars 

biped 

biplane 

bipolar 

bisect  

downfall 

downgrade 

downhearted 

downhill 

downpipe 

downpour 

downstairs 

downstream 

downtown 

downtrodden  

disagree 

disappear 

disband 

discard 

discourage 

discover 

dislocate 

disobey 

displace 

dissolve 

 

 



 

 

ATTACH SUFFIX TO ROOT WORD TO MAKE A NEW WORD 

WORD BANK- SUFFIX 

-ish -less -acy 

babyish 

brownish 

devilish 

foolish 

impish 

oldish 

peckish 

spanish 

stylish 

sweetish 

breathless 

defenceless 

fearless 

leaderless 

merciless 

motherless 

relentless 

reckless  

sleepless 

timeless 

 

accuracy 

bureaucracy 

conspiracy 

democracy 

fallacy 

intimacy 

legacy 

lunacy 

piracy 

privacy 

 

-er -est -ion 

announcer 

baker 

builder 

buyer 

cricketer 

dancer 

driver 

photographer 

teacher 

trader 

calmest 

fastest 

happiest 

highest 

hottest 

longest 

oldest 

slowest 

thickest 

thinnest 

collection  

competition 

destination  

education 

pollution 

explanation 

illustration 

instruction 

invitation 

recreation 



 

 

ATTACH PREFIX OR SUFFIX 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8 

Use affixes (prefix or suffix) to make new words    

S.No  Affixes   

1. heart bi- HEARTLESS 

2. correct -ish  

3. collect -acy  

4. comfort -less  

5. cycle -est  

6. imp -ion  

7. accurate dis-  

8. hot auto-  

 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9 

S.No  Affixes   

1. social -ion  

2. appear -est  

3. explain after-   

4. fast dis-  

5. mercy auto-  

6. image -less  

7. thin -er  

8. pilot anti-  



 

 

AFFIXES: ANSWER KEY 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 8 

1. heartless 2. autocorrect 3. collection 

4. discomfort 5. bicycle 6. impish 

7. accuracy 8. hottest  

 

PRACTICE EXERCISE 9 

1. antisocial 2. disappear 3. explanation  

4. faster 5. merciless 6. afterimage 

7. thinnest 8. autopilot   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EXERCISE 10 

WORD WISE 

PRACTICE MORE SCORE MORE 

 Make five letter or more words from the given wheel. The alphabet in the centre of 

the wheel has to be used ONCE in each WORD and the word group can be used 

anywhere in the word: Example BRICK. (-ED AND ING FORMS OF THE WORDS ARE 

NOT ALLOWED) 

  SLIPPER  

  

  

  

  

 SLOPE 

  

  

  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

SLEEP  

  

  

  

  

 CROWD 

  

  

  

  

CHARTER  

  

  

  

  



 

 

ANSWER KEY  

PRACTICE EXERCISE 10 

  SLIPPER CHAIR 

BRIGHT CRICKET 

SLIGHT SLIPPERY 

CHILDREN PITCH 

BRICK CHICKEN 

GROUP SLOPE 

CROWDED CREATION 

SLOWLY COACH 

CHOICE SLOGAN 

GROWTH STOMACH 

SLEEP CREEP 

SLEEK STREET 

SWEEP CREEK 

KEEPER SEEDLINGS 

CREEPER NEEDLE 

GOOD-8      EXCELLENT-9   OUTSTANDING-10 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

BROWSER CROWD 

CRIMSON SHOELACE 

BROAD SHOCKED 

CHOICE BROWN 

BROTHER SHOUT 

CHARTER SLAVE 

CHAPTER BRAIN 

CREATURE SLATE 

BREATH CREAMY 

CHAMBER BRANCH 



 

 

           

     

SAMPLE TEST PAPER 1 

Max Marks: 40+10         Time – 45 Minutes 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

▪ There are 40 questions. Each question carries 1 mark.  

▪ Choose the correct answer in the Questions Column.  

▪ Write the answer in the RESPONSE COLUMN after completing each section. 

▪ The final round is SCORE MORE ROUND, where additional 10 points can be scored 

to reach the GRAND FINALE. 

 

All answers are to be written with PENCIL in BOLD in the RESPONSE COLOUMN    

 SECTION A - SPOT THE RIGHT SPELLING RESPONSE COLUMN 

1.  conditen                  condition                    conditien   

2. genrous                   genreous                     generous  

3. fourcast                   forecast                       forecaste  

4. automobile              automobiel               outomobile  

5. autnum                     autumn                      aotunm  

                                                          SECTION B - WORD USAGE 

6. The Chief Minister will (accept, except) the invitation to the 

cultural evening. 

 

7. My grandmother prefers to sit on (aisle, isle) seat on the 

airplane. 

 

8. The plane ticket and the hotel stay have cost me Rs.9500 

(altogether, all together) 

 

9. When did Christopher Columbus (invent, discover) 

America? 

 

10. My mother is going to (lie, lay) a new bedcover on my bed.  

 WORD USAGE IN PARAGRAPH  

 



 

 

11-

15 

ONLY FOR CLASS VI 

It’s a (mischievous, marvellous, mistakable) idea for           

children to start cooking at an early age. Generally (talking, 

saying, speaking) most children can’t wait to help in the 

kitchen and love getting (indulged/involved/participate) 

in the (preparation, instruction, provision) of their meals. 

They should be encouraged to do so, and care should be 

taken to (check,ensure,safeguard) they enjoy the 

experience. 

 

FOR VII & VIII 

The Pitcairn Islands are (located, sited, stationed) in the 

South Pacific Ocean, about half way (middle, between, 

center) Peru and New Zealand. The larger island of Pitcairn 

was  (discovered, created, invented) in 1767 by the British 

and settled in 1790 by the mutineers from the English ship 

“Bounty” and their Tahitian companions. Pitcairn was the 

(opening, beginning, first) Pacific island to become a 

British colony in 1838 and today (remains, spare, residue) 

the last vestige of the British empire in the South Pacific 

 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

SECTION C- SYNONYM AND ANTONYM ALERT                           

Look at the word in the middle column and then think of a Synonym or an Antonym to 

match that word. 

 

 SYNONYM  ANTONYM RESPONSE COLUMN 
16.  famous unknown  

17. collect gather   

18. cruel unkind   

19.  purchase sell  

 20.  empty full  

SECTION D - SILENT LETTER WORDS   
(Write one word from each of the alphabet given) 

21. SILENT B  

22. SILENT D  

23.  SILENT H  

24. SILENT P  

25. SILENT S  

SECTION E-GUESS THE WORD 

26. a bed in a railway compartment  

27. last course of meal, sweet dish  

28. at or to a greater distance  

29. electric flash in clouds during rain  

30. a doctor who specializes in operations  

 

 

 



 

 

SECTION F 

AFFIXED WORDS (MATCH THE CORRECT PREFIX OR SUFFIX TO THE ROOT WORD)     

 WORDS AFFIXES RESPONSE COLUMN 

31. LAZY -FUL LAZILY 

32. MULTIPLY DIS-  

33. WONDER UN-  

34. QUALIFY -LY  

35. INTENTIONAL -ION  

 SECTION G – WORD SCRAMBLE RESPONSE COLUMN 

36. THOURGD had ruined the crops year after year.  

37. The Mediterranean ATEMLIC is good for growing citrus 

fruits. 

 

38. The Earth's SMOTAPHREE is a thin layer of gases that 

surrounds the Earth. 

 

39. Wind and water are the main agents of soil NSEOIRO.  

40. ARNEMI life of Arabian Sea is threatened by oil slick.  

 

SCORE MORE ROUND-WORD GROUPS WHEEL 

Make five letter or more words from the given wheel. The alphabet in the centre of 

the wheel has to be used ONCE in each WORD: Example CREATION 

Each correct word would be awarded 1 point 

 1.  2.  

3.  4.  

5.  6.  

7.  8.  

9.  10.  

  

E

Br

Cr

Ch

Sl



 

 

 

SAMPLE TEST PAPER 2 

Max Marks: 40+10         Time – 45 Minutes 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

▪ There are 40 questions. Each question carries 1 mark.  

▪ Choose the correct answer in the Questions Column.  

▪ Write the answer in the RESPONSE COLUMN after completing each section. 

▪ The final round is SCORE MORE ROUND, where additional 10 points can be scored 

to reach the GRAND FINALE. 

All answers are to be written with PENCIL in BOLD in the RESPONSE COLOUMN     

 SECTION A - SPOT THE RIGHT SPELLING RESPONSE COLUMN 

1.  seperates              separates              separates  

2. succesfully           successfuly           successfully  

3. criticised               critisised               critisized  

4. reseived                 recieved                received  

5. solution                  suloution               salution   

                                                                                                                   SECTION B- WORD USAGE RESPONSE COLUMN  

6. Is (their/there) any work to be completed urgently?  

7. The singer’s voice sounded (hoarse/harsh) in the concert 

yesterday. 

 

8. Aunt Martha is (stupefied/terrified) of spiders.  

9. My father left early to (prevent/avoid) traffic jam.  

10. Naina is a (sensitive/sensible) girl as she gets upset 
easily. 

 

 

 

 

 WORD USAGE IN PARAGRAPH   

Only For Class VI 
 

1.  

 



 

 

11-

15 

Last week I saw a quarrel (among/between) four women 
of my building at (round/around) five in the evening 
when I was (went/returning) home from the market. I 
saw the (pack/group) of women and children a 
(little/few) meters from my house. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Classes VII and VIII 

India is very (privileged/blessed) that it has many 
rivers.  Some of the (famous /widespread) rivers are 
Sutlej, Ganga, Yamuna and Narmada. Some of 
the rivers like Ganga, which (originate/flow) from the 
Himalayas, (flow /originate) throughout the year. The 
rivers provide water for both drinking and 
irrigation purposes. Some rivers in India are 
(considered/believed) sacred and are worshipped. 

 
 
 

2.  

3.  

4.  

 

5.  

 

 

 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

SECTION C-SYNONYM AND ANTONYM ALERT  

Look at the word in the middle column and then think of a Synonym or an Antonym to 
match that word. 

 

 SYNONYM  ANTONYM RESPONSE COLUMN 
16.  false true  

17. kind gentle   

18.  disappear appear  

19. cover include   

 20. legal lawful   

 

SECTION D-SILENT LETTER WORDS: 

 WRITE FIVE WORDS FROM THE ALPHABET GIVEN RESPONSE COLUMN 

21. 

SILENT K 

 

22.  

23.   

24.  

25.  

SECTION E-GUESS THE WORD 

26. To do something later.  

27. A group of people that takes decisions.  

28. Like a silly child.  

29. A dry sandy area.  

30. To change something.  

 

 

 



 

 

SECTION F: AFFIXED WORDS (USE APPROPRIATE AFFIXES TO MAKE NEW)   

 WORDS AFFIXES WORDS 

31. CRICKET -EST  

32. SOCIAL DIS-  

33. COLLECT ANTI-  

34. OBEY -ER  

35. CLOSE -ION  

 SECTION G – WORDS SCRAMBLE RESPONSE COLUMN 

36.  SESCXE of sweets can cause cavities.  

37. Frogs PTADA easily to tropical climate.  

38. The RLOPTE in the car is about to finish.  

39. My flight ticket for Sunday is not yet 

RICONDEMF. 

 

40. Thermometer is a CDEIVE for measuring 

temperature. 

 

 

SCORE MORE ROUND-WORD GROUPS WHEEL 
Make five letter or more words from the given wheel. The alphabet in the centre of 
the wheel has to be used ONCE in each WORD: Example DROPPER 
Each correct word would be awarded 1extra point. 

 

1.  2.  

3.  4.  

5.  
 
 

6.  

7.  
 

8.  

9.  10.  

 

O

St

Bl

Dr

Pl



 

 

ANSWER KEY-SAMPLE PAPER 1 

 

 SECTION A - SPOT THE RIGHT SPELLING RESPONSE COLUMN 

1.  conditen                  condition                    conditien  CONDITION 

2. genrous                   genreous                     generous GENEROUS 

3. fourcast                   forecast                       forecaste FORECAST 

4. automobile              automobiel               outomobile AUTOMOBILE 

5. autnum                     autumn                      aotunm AUTUMN 

                                                          SECTION B - WORD USAGE 

6. The Chief Minister will (accept, except) the invitation to the 

cultural evening. 

ACCEPT 

7. My grandmother prefers to sit on (aisle, isle) seat on the 

airplane. 

AISLE 

8. The plane ticket and the hotel stay have cost me Rs.9500 

(altogether, all together) 

ALL TOGETHER 

9. When did Christopher Columbus (invent, discover) 

America? 

DISCOVER 

10. My mother is going to (lie, lay) a new bedcover on my bed. LAY 

 WORD USAGE IN PARAGRAPH  

11-

15 

ONLY FOR CLASS VI 

It’s a (mischievous, marvellous, mistakable) idea for           

children to start cooking at an early age. Generally (talking, 

saying, speaking) most children can’t wait to help in the 

kitchen and love getting (indulged/involved/participate) 

in the (preparation, instruction, provision) of their meals. 

They should be encouraged to do so, and care should be 

taken to (check, ensure, safeguard) they enjoy the 

experience. 

 

 

1. MARVELLOUS 

2. SPEAKING 

3. INVOLVED 

4. PREPARATION 

5. ENSURE 

 



 

 

FOR VII & VIII 

The Pitcairn Islands are (located, sited, stationed) in the 

South Pacific Ocean, about half way (middle, between, 

center) Peru and New Zealand. The larger island of Pitcairn 

was (discovered, created, invented) in 1767 by the British 

and settled in 1790 by the mutineers from the English ship 

“Bounty” and their Tahitian companions. Pitcairn was the 

(opening, beginning, first) Pacific island to become a 

British colony in 1838 and today (remains, spare, residue) 

the last vestige of the British empire in the South Pacific 

1. LOCATED 

2. BETWEEN 

3. DISCOVERED 

4. FIRST 

5. REMAINS 

 

  

 

SECTION C- SYNONYM AND ANTONYM ALERT                           

Look at the word in the middle column and then think of a Synonym or an Antonym to 

match that word. 

 

 SYNONYM  ANTONYM RESPONSE COLUMN 
16. INFAMOUS famous unknown INFAMOUS 

17. collect gather DISTRIBUTE DISTRIBUTE 

18. cruel unkind KIND KIND 

19. BUY purchase sell BUY 

 20. VACANT empty full VACANT 

SECTION D - SILENT LETTER WORDS   
(Write one word from each of the alphabet given) 

21. SILENT B DEBT 

22. SILENT D PROCEDURE 

23.  SILENT H CHROME 

24. SILENT P PNEUMONIA 

25. SILENT S ISLAND 



 

 

SECTION E-GUESS THE WORD 

26. a bed in a railway compartment BERTH 

27. last course of meal, sweet dish DESSERT 

28. at or to a greater distance FARTHER 

29. electric flash in clouds during rain LIGHTENING 

30. a doctor who specializes in operations SURGEON 

 

SECTION F : AFFIXED WORDS (USE APPROPRIATE AFFIXES TO MAKE NEW)   

 WORDS AFFIXES RESPONSE 
COLUMN 

31. LAZY -FUL LAZILY 

32. MULTIPLY DIS- MULTIPLICATION 

33. WONDER UN- WONDERFUL 

34. QUALIFY -LY DISQUALIFY 

35. INTENTIONAL -ION INTENTIONALLY 

 SECTION G – WORD SCRAMBLE RESPONSE 
COLUMN 

36. THOURGD had ruined the crops year after year. DROUGHT 

37. The Mediterranean ATEMLIC is good for growing citrus 

fruits. 

CLIMATE 

38. The Earth's SMOTAPHREE is a thin layer of gases that 

surrounds the Earth. 

ATMOSPHERE 

39. Wind and water are the main agents of soil NSEOIRO. EROSION 

40. ARNEMI life of Arabian Sea is threatened by oil slick. MARINE 

 

 



 

 

SCORE MORE ROUND-WORD GROUPS WHEEL 

Each correct word would be awarded 1 point 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

6. BREAD 7. CREAM 

8. CHANCE 9. SLEPT 

10. CRIME 11. BROKEN 

12. CHEAT 13. SLIDE 

 

14. CHASTE 15. BRUISE 

 

E

Br

Cr

Ch

Sl



 

 

ANSWER KEY - SAMPLE PAPER 2 

All answers are to be written with PENCIL in BOLD in the RESPONSE COLOUMN     

 SECTION A - SPOT THE RIGHT SPELLING RESPONSE COLUMN 

1.  seperates              separates              separates SEPARATES 

2. succesfully           successfuly           successfully SUCCESSFULLY 

3. criticised               critisised               critisized CRITICISED 

4. reseived                 recieved                received RECEIVED 

5. solution                  suloution               salution  SOLUTION 

                                                                                                                             SECTION B- WORD USAGE RESPONSE COLUMN  

6. Is (their/there) any work to be completed urgently? THERE 

7. The singer’s voice sounded (hoarse/harsh) in the concert 

yesterday. 

HOARSE 

8. Aunt Martha is (stupefied/terrified) of spiders. TERRIFIED 

9. My father left early to (prevent/avoid) traffic jam. AVOID 

10. Naina is a (sensitive/sensible) girl as she gets upset easily. SENSITIVE 

 WORD USAGE IN PARAGRAPH   

11-

15 

Only For Class VI 
 
Last week I saw a quarrel (amongst /between) four 
women of my building at (round/around) five in the 
evening when I was (went/returning) home from the 
market. I saw the (pack/group) of women and children a 
(little/few) meters from my house. 
 
 
For Classes VII and VIII 

India is very (privileged/blessed) that it has many 
rivers.  Some of the (famous /widespread) rivers are 
Sutlej, Ganga, Yamuna and Narmada. Some of 
the rivers like Ganga, which (originate/flow) from the 
Himalayas, (flow /originate) throughout the year. The 
rivers provide water for both drinking and 
irrigation purposes. Some rivers in India are 
(considered/believed) sacred and are worshipped. 

1. AMONGST 
 

2. AROUND 
 

3. RETURNING 
 

4. GROUP 
 

5. FEW 
 

1. PRIVILEGED 

2. FAMOUS 

3. ORIGINATE 

4. FLOW 

5. CONSIDERED 

 



 

 

  

 SECTION C-SYNONYM AND ANTONYM ALERT                           

Look at the word in the middle column and then think of a Synonym or an Antonym to 

match that word. 

 

 

 SYNONYM  ANTONYM RESPONSE COLUMN 
16. INCORRECT false true INCORRECT 

17. kind gentle UNKIND UNKIND 

18. VANISH disappear appear VANISH 

19. cover include EXCLUDE EXCLUDE 

 20. legal lawful ILLEGAL ILLEGAL 
 

 

SECTION D-SILENT LETTER WORDS: 

 WRITE FIVE WORDS FROM THE ALPHABET GIVEN RESPONSE COLUMN 

21. 

SILENT K 

KNEE 

22. KNOWLEDGE 

23.  KNOWN 

24. KNEEL 

25. KNIFE 

                                                     SECTION E-GUESS THE WORD 

26. To do something later. POSTPONE 

27. A group of people that takes decisions. COUNCIL 

28. Like a silly child. CHILDISH 

29. A dry sandy area. DESERT 

30. To change something. ALTER 

 



 

 

SECTION F : AFFIXED WORDS (USE APPROPRIATE AFFIXES TO MAKE NEW)   

 USE APPROPRIATE AFFIXES TO 

MAKE NEW WORDS 

AFFIXES WORDS 

31. CRICKET -EST CRICKETER 

32. SOCIAL DIS- ANTISOCIAL 

33. COLLECT ANTI- COLLECTION 

34. OBEY -ER DISOBEY 

35. CLOSE -ION CLOSEST 

 SECTION G – WORDS SCRAMBLE RESPONSE COLUMN 

36.  SESCXE of sweets can cause cavities. EXCESS 

37. Frogs PTADA easily to tropical climate. ADAPT 

38. The RLOPTE in the car is about to finish. PETROL 

39. My flight ticket for Sunday is not yet 

RICONDEMF. 

CONFIRMED 

40. Thermometer is a CDEIVE for measuring 
temperature. 

DEVICE 

 

SCORE MORE ROUND-WORD GROUPS WHEEL 
Make five letter or more words from the given wheel. The alphabet in the centre of 
the wheel has to be used ONCE in each WORD: Example DROPPER 
Each correct word would be awarded 1extra point. 

 

1. PLOUGH 2. BLOWER 

3. DROWN 4. BLOWN 

5. DROWSY 
 
 

6. DRONE 

7. STROLLEY 
 

8. STOLEN 

9. BLOCKED 10. DROPPED 

 



 

 

CHALLENGER ROUNDS FOR GRAND FINALE 
 

ROUND 1: KNOCK OUT ROUND 1-WRITTEN ROUND (20 QUESTIONS) 

 ROUND DETAILS SCORE 

1. KNOCK OUT 1 

 

KNOCK OUT 2 

 

Written test 20 minutes duration. 

STAGE ROUNDS FOR GRAND FINALE 

i) SPELL CHECK- Correct the 
incorrect spelling. 

20 

 

5+5 

 Top 10 scorers from the above rounds would qualify for the next round. 

 

2. 

 

TOP TEN ROUND 

 

 

i) WORD WIZ-Guess the word 
and spell it. 

ii) SYNONYM SMART 
(Bonus points round) 

 

5+5 

5+5 

 TOP 6 scorers from the above round rounds would qualify for SUPER 6 

 

3. 

 

SUPER 6 ROUND 

 

VISUAL ROUND 

 

i) Word Scramble 
ii) HIDE N SEEK (images of 

objects would be shown for 
identification and spelling) 

 

 

10 

5 X6=30 

 

4.  

JURY ROUND 

              

SPEED SPELLATHON 

(Each candidate would be asked to 
spell 5 words by a Jury member) 

 

 

5 X 10 

   

RESULT DECLARATION 

 

 



 

 

LEVEL II-CHALLENGER ROUND (Grand Finale)  

WORD WIZ 

(*given syllabus in addition to the topics of the Preliminary Exam) 

WORD MEANING 

appraisal judgement, assessment  

ambiguity uncertainty, vagueness 

amendment modification, alteration 

agenda programme, plan 

alliance agreement, association 

abbreviation  short form, acronym 

adequate sufficient, enough 

benchmark standard, level 

beneath under, below 

bargain negotiate, deal 

brochure booklet, pamphlet 

competency  capability, ability 



 

 

crisis emergency, disaster 

chaos disorder, confusion 

complex difficult, intricate 

contradictory conflicting, differing 

commitment promise, vow 

disruption disturbance, interruption 

deliberately  intentionally, purposely  

dearth scarcity, shortage 

deceit  dishonest, cheating 

departure exit, leave 

designation position, title 

destination aim, goal 

drastic severe, extreme 

endeavour attempt, effort 

evidence proof, fact 



 

 

enhance improve, add to 

explore discover, investigate 

flourish grow, prosper 

fake false, bogus 

fastidious  fussy, choosy 

fatigue tiredness. weakness 

forthcoming approaching, up coming 

garnish decorate, embellish  

generosity kindness, big heartedness 

glimpse peep, sight 

hesitate uncertain, indecisive  

hindrance obstacle, barrier 

hilarious  funny, amusing 

hypocrisy  double standard, two faced 

intent purpose, objective 



 

 

impose force, compel 

incentive inducement, encouragement 

imperative vital, compulsory  

inmate convict, offender 

instigate prompt, initiate  

justice fairness, righteousness  

knack ability, talent 

laborious painstaking, arduous  

liberal broad minded, open minded 

loathe hate, dislike 

lodging temporary housing, place to stay 

lucrative worthwhile, well paid 

mandatory  fixed, compulsory  

manipulate influence, control 

marvellous  wonderful, excellent 



 

 

monotonous boring, dull 

miniature small, tiny 

migrate travel, move around 

nimble lively, quick 

nomination proposal, recommendation  

obsolete outdated, out-fashioned 

obstinate stubborn, determined 

optimistic positive, hopeful 

potential possible, prospective 

pioneer leader, establish 

prompt without delay, on time 

passion zeal, enthusiasm 

query enquiry, question 

quote extract, reference  

rapport bond, affinity 



 

 

 


